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Abstract 
Mobile devices carried by users have the capacity to make use of components in networks that provide services which can be 

combined to contribute the numerous application level services. As mobile devices are prone to disconnection periodically and 

partition his result in the necessity of opportunistic networking techniques to communication between the devices. Also this kind 

of scenarios posses challenges to service composition techniques. There are three phases in our proposed work:1)Selecting 

suitable set of service sequence;2) routing results of previous node to the next node providing service using multi-hop-path; And 

result is sent back to the node which is requesting for service. Even though, no direct connections occur between the nodes which 

are in mobility condition, The nearby services are accessed and given to the user, It can be implemented by combining many 

services. To combine these services following parameters are considered: “shortest distance”, “load”. Using this information, we 

estimate the combination of multiple services. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In modernistic years, multi functionalersonal digital 

assistant has increased. Digital devices contact with other in 

the range increased by the use of many implant(embedded) 

proportion, in which such opportunistic connection between 

the digital devices are used in the network. Different 

resources on every devices are accessible can be absorbed as 

services and contain the independent platform services are 

put together from the different available services to increase 

the function [7],[8] or performance. 

 

For example consider a scenario; event is taking place in 

college .other department student need the information 

about that particular event. Resources or information related 

to the event are available on every digital device drifted by 

people in existing surrounding, utilizing digital device in 

existing nearest to the event. By these information we 

create a event context. Event context are used to filter the 

related information, perform processing on the filtered 

resource if required and then final result is gathered 

according to the available resources on each individual 

device. Each function in this scenario is considered as a 

service that can be executed on a device. 

 

Service composition and opportunistic technique is 

applicable in intelligent transportation, crisis management, 

healthcare, etc[8] and environments like malls ,parks 

,streets, or other common place. When a mobile user device 

needs a resource which is not locally accessible, service 

composition can be applied. Presently, using these resources 

untidily in mobile devices which do not have all the 

functionalities locally or devices that depends on a existing 

infrastructure to get the services from the internet is not 

possible. 

 

Service composition in opportunistic networks is attended 

with high risk. For example, (1) In internet the expected 

services might not be accessible (2) The content that are 

downloaded from the Internet consumes bandwidth either 

limited or costly (3)contact with Internet itself is difficult 

during signal corruption and in outlying area. produce an 

environment that is enriched with services is a major 

challenge ,as it is difficult to get the services on every 

devices where there is no route occur between them. To 

choose set of service sequence, Proposed algorithm 

calculates temporal distance and load in a distributed 

manner. The feasibility of our solution is that there is no 

need of connected path between the device that provide 

services and device that request for the service. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

In this paper gives the explanation of one and many services 

of current service are representation in the investigation. 

service representation: To explain the importance of 

composed service ,the research has been done on the 

definition and ideology[10]. Composed services defined 

strictly in the requesting static composition [11],or depends 

on the request service in dynamic composition can be 

evaluated. In the environment alternate set of available 

services are combined together to providence the 

appropriate functions. Feasible combining of services are 

designed as “directed connected graphs” [7]. To discover 

and explore the service, we influence composition 

opportunistic in the work to represent the service. 
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Requesting Single Services: 

For execution of services in the opportunistic networks 

parsarula et al[5][6] explore advantageous policy for service 

. At the level of replication single service result 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1 [1] Trajectories of 20 users in (a) Levy Walk, (b) SLAW, and (c) HCMM mobility model s. 

 

 

are received in less time and wait till the service requester 

meet the direct connect with service provider for the optimal 

policy and for discovering service multi-hop paths are 

disconnected for service ,using set of proxies in the 

opportunistic networks[12]. However user location in this 

work, composition of many services are not consider. 

composing multiple services: 

 

Forwarding mechanism does not discuss the number of 

architecture and middleware framework for service 

composition[7],[14]. Based on interaction of past by 

considering the time at location of node, use of multi-hop 

path send and receives in the intermediate node are 

considered. If nodes are not directly connected, service 

composition fails. In order to predict in future which node at 

what time it is connected, past interaction of node is 

required. In this paper even when an direct route does not 

occur in the service composition, using multi-hop path can 

pass the input service to service provider and gives the result 

service back to the requestor service. To increase the service 

composition alternative paths are considered. 

 

3. SYSTEM ELUCIDATION 

3.1 “Service Model” 

To represent services, we work on a service graph based on 

input requirements such as concatenation of services, input 

and output. in a hierarchical manner[8]ideology and 

definition can be done by using services.i.e it can be 

composed of two services if one of output type is same as 

other type of input. For service possibility Spqand Cd 

input/output types, such that input type p€[1,Cd-1] and 

output type Q € [p+1,xd].different level of services 

functionality are illustrated .functionality of service Spq is 

r, if q= p+r, suppose S23 and S34 are service representation. 

 

It does both “encryption” and “decomposition” represents 

the higher functionality of service. High service 

functionality such as S14 gives the same transformation 

otherwise with lower functionalities; by composing multiple 

services are possible. Varying service functionalities are 

demonstrate the accommodation between the exact service 

selecting (far distance network) versus smaller composition 

of services(available in local area of requested service). On 

the device time of execution are exponentially distributed to 

explain work and device heterogeneity .nodes provide the 

number of services, hence the each service representation 

are varying, it can be explored in the service composition 

for performance. 

 

3.2 Mobility Model 

A numerical distribution[17] are assumed previously shown 

to consist Inter-contact Times (ICTs) for “power law 

distribution “.A numerical Inter-Contact Times[18] show 

random change in direction ,nodes mobility representation 

in this paper are not used “power law distribution flight 

length and pause –time distributions[19] has been shows the 

traces of real mobility. we establish synthetic evidence using 

“Levy walk mobility “model[19] and “SLAW mobility” 

model[20] .these are included in our simulation and analysis 

part too. 

 

In “Levy walk” and “SLAW” more realistic scenario are 

represented where nodes meets each other evenly. By 

considering existing of relationship between the social user 

mobility are taken by using the “HCMM mobility 

“model[21].in additional its performance can be evaluated. 

In opportunistic network mobility model are evaluated and 

performs by using the wide range of its characteristics in 

service composition:”SLAW mobility” model-“clustered 

environment”;“HCMM mobility“ model – “movement in 

communities” and “Levy walk mobility” model –“mobile 

users are equally distributed”. Also it plays a important 

role in forward and select the service request. Fig 1 levy 

walk uniformly distributed user mobility utilize the power 

law distribution by showing 20 trajectories of user this 

model. Under SLAW specific sites are visited (called way 
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points [20]). This effects movement of users is uniformly 

distributed in „levy walk‟[fig 1a] and includes group of 

users in SLAW(fig 1b). Fig 1.c represents user movement 

only between two communities in which the movement is 

controlled by using the rewiring parameters of HCMM[21]. 

 

 
Fig. 2 [1]. Trajectories of 20 users in (a) Levy walk (b) SLAW and (c) HCMM mobility models 

 

 

3.3 Forwarding Schemes 

The forwarding schemes with good performance in dynamic 

environment are listed as i)using distance of node with 

similar characteristics in mobility or “time transivity”[3] ii) 

usage of mobility of nodes with different characteristics[3], 

“encounter rate(EBR)”. In addition “modified version of 

timers(MT)”[22] are proposed that is suitable for forwarding 

paths that are small. In service composition selection and 

forwarding mechanisms are compared based on four 

forwarding schemes-direct or one-hop, “TT”,”EBR”, and 

“MT” in which “direct forwarding” comes under one-hop 

routing scheme and in multi hop routing schemes remaining 

forwarding schemes are categorized. 

 

4. SERVICE COMPOSITION ALGORITHM 

Overview of Service composition algorithm is described in 

this section. A particular service composition is selected 

based on the service graph which is maintained by each 

device and based on the service load and the temporal 

distance between the nodes ,the link cost on the service 

graph is updated. 

 

4.1 Service Graph 

Based on the perspective of remaining network local service 

graph is maintained by each device which is represented as 

S=(P,Q). Fig 2 represents a simplified case where service 

graph can be constructed by using service provided by two 

devices m and n. The number of input/output types, devices 

and services (including recursion) are not, K, Respectively. 

Two types of vertices (A, B) are represented in service 

graph V={A,B}, where vertex cϵA is a service pair and 

device such that |A|=M, and another vertex cϵB is a input 

/output type pair and device |B|=n. These vertices of two 

kinds are represented in fig 2b. i)at node a , (r12,m) is a 

vertex of type A indicates the service provided r12. ii) at 

node a there is an entering/exiting and input/output 

application of type 1 (r1) is (r1,m) of type B vertex . 

Maintainance of the service graph is at only vertices of types 

B. 

 

A directed edge exists between vertex e and vertex f if(i) 

input service cϵA is similar as input/output type of eϵB. For 

example (r1,m) −> (r12,m); (ii) input service of fϵB is 

same as output service eϵAeg., (r24,a) −> (r12,b) or (iii) 

input/output type of fϵB is similar as output services of 

eϵAeg.,(r4,m) −> (r24,n).In events (i) and (ii) the edge cost 

is calculated by the sum of the distance between the vertices 

at corresponding devices and the load at the second device 

vertex. Consider the example,Adition of shortest distance 

from a to b is 10 and b load is 8 therefore, cost of (r12,a) −> 

(r24,b) is 18. But the egde cost in event(iii)is shortest 

distance of corresponding vertices at node. The shortest 

distance (a) from the hop requesting for service to the hop 

hosting the initial service (b) from the terminal service hop 

to requestor is considered by vertices of type B. 

 

4.2 Algorithm 

Information about load on service, temporal distance and 

associate node provide services. service graph is created by 

a device, by using this information shortest path can be 

evaluated using our algorithm. At device a service request 

input type2 to output type 4 can be explained in a simple 

case. on each device edge cost can be calculated from each 

service output is well matched to service inputs, by 

considering load on device and temporal distance between 

the nodes, Dijkstra‟s Algorithm is used to compute the 

shortest path from initial vertex(r1,m) to terminal vertex 

(r4,m) using final graph. requested service are routed from 

device A to device B by giving information to the 

forwarding algorithm. Services are executed in sequence,if 

device is holding service(device n) next available services 

are find, shortest path is re –computed for remaining 

request. Address of destination are given to forwarding 
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technique. Final result using forwarding scheme can be 

routed back to the requester by finishing its re-computation 

and execution is done for all pending request. 

Networktopologies are feasible to provide the feasible path 

by re-computing and execution of each device service. 

Topology remains same for some duration it may have the 

chance of choosing same path for processing the service 

request. Contact between the two node data value O( N) can 

be shared .service graph has totally M + nt vertices ,these 

values are sum of load on device and temporal distance. 

service graph needs to updated on each device because edge 

cost remains same, the computational complexity of (edge 

cost) value as O(K2) instead of O((M+nt)2).computational 

complexity of Dijkstra‟s algorithm. These algorithm finds 

service request composition paths have same kind of input 

type i.e from one input type to another type shortest path can 

be calculated .service request can be done number of times 

by using Dijkstra‟s algorithm. 

 

5. “RESOURCE MODELING AND PARAMETER 

ESTIMATION” 

5.1 “Disconnected Paths” 

The distance between the devices that carried by the users is 

calculated as the nodes providing a source might not 

expected to be connected directly to the node requested for 

the service in opportunistic networks. The physical distance 

between nodes depends on the time separation(time elapsed 

between the nodes when they are not in each other‟s 

transmission range) is shown in [22]. The nodes can create a 

local view of the network by sharing the information about 

the separation in timei.e, the distance from each node in the 

network. To find and share values of separation in time, a 

method is given in [3] and the terminal value of separation 

in time which is calculated is the shortest temporal distance. 

To approximate the physical distance, several works have 

used the perspective insight of this idea  

3],[22][24],[25],[26],[27]. Inspite of the relation between 

the separation in time and the physical distance, shortest 

temporal distance between two disconnected nodes is 

alternatively defined as the minimum time taken in which 

relay of information from one to the other is done by some 

sequence of contacts [27]. 

 

5.2 Shortest Temporal Distance 

Significantly, the minimum time taken by some information 

to travel from node u to node v is provided by the shortest 

temporal distance(duv). The terminology temporal distance 

is always to shortest temporal distance in this paper. 

Therefore, by comparing the lower bound on the 

propagation time, we compare the efficiency of underlying 

forwarding schemes to send requests to different nodes in 

network. For example, by considering the distance of node 

v and t(duvanddut) from node u, node u can either select 

the service provider as v or t based on which has smaller 

distance. To provide duv and dut we use the 

approximations dvu and dtu as they can be calculated at 

node u because there is no centralized infrastructure in 

opportunistic network and this is done by using simple 

timers in a distributed manner. The physical distance 

between nodes is related to temporal distance is shown in 

[22]. The temporal distance are approximately equal as the 

distance between u and v is same in both directions. 

 

5.3 Service Loads 

Node request for a service, associated device produce the 

service based on FIFO queue.one node need to initialize 

load on destination device to reduce the amount of time in 

service composition, Because service provider results as a 

busy even though service requester is directly connected to 

the service provider,done by sharing the load on every 

device.[section 5.4] in distributed way. Service load and 

shortest distance can be estimated at destination device are 

used by “selecting service algorithm”.Service load can be 

predicted by using static mechanisms. current each node 

load is estimated as l and decaying factor as α of 

0.5.pending multiplied request and number of expecting 

request are used to calculate the current window load lcw. 

Estimation of updated load use the following conditions: l= 

αlcw+ (1-α) loldwindow time is 30 s and lold is the 

previous time window for load value. 

 

5.4 Estimation of Temporal Distance and Load 

In uniformly distributed , each node we evaluate shortest 

distance between the nodes .evaluate the distance of each 

intermediate node at some point ,time d0is become 

approximately equal to later accuracy of node time d0is 

not too long .by using below rule each device maintain a 

timer for every other node where uniformly distributed. 

Node u is made last contact with node v, Letdm(u) 

represents the elapsed time(i) evaluated node u at node m 

are denoted. Depending on each device time can be 

increased. Suppose node m and node n when they both 

connected to each other ,their estimated timers and load are 

updated.When temporal distance of device n is small defines 

as below: Vu≠ m if dn(u)<dm(u)-dmv, 

 

Then 

 

dm(u) :=dm(u) + dmv 

 

Sm(u) :=Sn(u) 

 

If transmission range are within limited area distance 

between two nodes is denoted as tmv.The value of dmv 

small constant less than or equal to one unit and greater 

than zero i.e. dmvϵ(0,1].in our experiments physical 

distance value are not taken,instead small value of dmis 

used in experiments for time utilization. 

 

5.4.1 Service Advertisement and controlling 

Distribution Radius 

“Service composition”algorithm evaluate shortest distance 

values by considering close values of each devices and also 

it keep track of each device .temporal distance value are 

maintained to obtain the “threshold frequency”how much 

delay can be controlled ,it may depends on the practical 
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requirements. Node does the functionality of removing 

unnecessary information. size of network been increased 

and maintain a constant value for efficiently forwarding 

request and select.In network when two node come in 

contact with each other distance and load have been updated 

,where threshold value become greater than distances. 

 

5.5 Levels of Awareness 

Our Algorithm compare with other forwarding scheme it 

stands independently .particular service requesting shows 

effect on performance. Even though forwarding algorithm 

in service are used to transfer data efficiently but still we 

consider about the delivery of data.in the network bring the 

awareness of particular service selecting at different level. 

edge cost is estimated by using sum of distance and load on 

device .where first node a Sm(u) denotes load 

du(v),Temporal distance as du(v),only node a maintains 

time dm(u),awareness are used to estimate at different 

levels du(v) for u,v ≠m. 

 

In this case services are selected randombly.to lower level 

we all know that services are provided but do not contain a 

particular service distance value. 

 

In the network every node knows latest node service, also 

has the information about local service which previously 

described in section 5.4.occurance of delay is possible when 

it is distributed uniformly. per connect level is in the need to 

exchange of values O(K),dm(u),Sm (u) ¥ u at node m. each 

device need to know temporal distance to update the cost of 

devices.Anyway this information is not available in local 

knowledge .each device maintain their own timers. We can 

show local knowledge performances result is closely 

achieved with prefect knowledge. node a uses 

(dm(u)+dm(v)) temporal distance approximation du(v) 

because |dm(u)-dm(v)|<du(v)<dm(u)+dm(v). Receive node 

are uniformly distributed each device consists of timer for 

distributed knowledge. 

 

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS 

In our proposed solution without using service composition, 

we are going to compare the performance solution to 

demonstrate the effectiveness. When service request are 

created in multiple hob path where services are pass 

simultaneously, by using service composition in other 

device node. Exact match is not possible in opportunistic 

network. Does not explain about usage of opportunistic 

network but composition have been taken. Service request 

rate have been reduced by service concept in opportunistic 

network. For next remaining network, local knowledge have 

been maintained to achieve good result (section 6.3) 

comparing by several mechanism (section 6.5) and four 

version of our proposed solutions are evaluated. 

 

To improve our performance we divide the service 1, 

service 2 to observe how far service request have been 

reached in multiple path.(section 6.4) hop count is 

distributed to observe high load effect,time duration of long 

request and service node destinations..(Section 7.1) current 

load information about advantageous.Exact solutions with 

respect to degree of approximation (section 7.3) . 

 

Mobility characteristics are evaluated by using synthetic 

traces in environment to control.by logging GPS we can 

track and trace behavior of mobility.in our paper identifying 

the mobile user opportunities are analyzed. 

 

6.1 Simulation Setup 

Users carry the GPS to login the position at 30 sec and there 

interval in a state fair [28],information about mobility have 

been collected.to compare the performance of user like track 

logs and number of nodes on different days are taken as 

separate user on the same day. every day it has duration of 

eight to ten hours in a day to login. We cut all user login to 

90 hours 18 users locations are recorded. ”Levy walk 

“generates synthetic mobility traces. 

 

All minimum and maximum are run; error respectively 

shows five simulations can be plotted. Table 2 summarizes 

simulation parameter. In forwarding scheme “EBR-

encounter rate window”=10min, dmv=10 min for time 

transitivity and 0.5 for modified mobility model are given 

as parameter .after 15 min service request will get out, to 

avoid the overloading of services. suppose service is at 

level 3 in repetition level, exact 3 services are provided with 

unique id. Total average time is 30 sec and generates the 

services with z≥4.services are not proceed when not task is 

not completed within 15 min , last 30 sec request cannot be 

occurred. Transient regime and steady regime phases are 

included in simulation. 

 

Initially at transient state does not with service load till 30 

min service lasts approximately, after collecting 

information about network it reach to steady state. 

Composition of delays are exists in steady state. 

 

 
Fig.3 [1] Higher service composition in multi-hop 

composition 

 

6.2 Direct and Multi-hop Forwarding 

Service graph can be constructed by using local level of 

awareness and completed in Levy walk. multiple service 

composition service try to meet the 50 percentage of 
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requirements. Forwarding services and output in multi hop 

path about 70 percentage is completed. multi hop forwarding 

scheme can be achieved in service composition efficiently 

compare with others[15],[16]. 

 

Delays are more in one hop path compare to multi hop path 

in opportunistic network, following fig.4 represents it takes 

5 min delays in opportunistic network, where as direct one 

hop consumes 15 min. Hence we can conclude delays are 

minimized by using composition service in opportunistic 

network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.4 [1] Lower delay in multi-hop composition 

 

 

 
Fig .5 [1] Levy Walk :With different levels of awarenes (a) service completion, (b) delay, and (c) services run at 

intermediate nodes 

 

 

6.3 Levels of Awareness 

Service composition signifies best improvement by knowing 

information about load and temporal distance.fig.5a denotes 

perfect range in completion, destination service and within 3 

percentage local awareness to each other. in fig.5b two 

different device gives same service ,repeated twice and 

increase the local ,global delay in this figure. Local 

knowledge has been use to estimate distance of other device 

for selecting service. during the time of forwarding scheme 

in network topology ,received services does not make much 

changes in it. In fig 5.c when service come in contact with 

each other there different service density, percentage can be 

increased by selecting device correctly in service 

composition. 

 

6.4 Composition Length, Delay, and Hop Profiles 

Levy walk Mobility traces and state fair are detailed in 

service composition. Duration of Levy walk consumes 10 

hour to estimate result in steady state , where as fair trace 

lasts 90 minutes. 

 

Every node in network provide at least one service and 

degrade the performance in exact match.fig .7a shows 

service completes in higher rate and minimal delay. 

Using less hop less than 5 completes service composition 

in fig 7b.when service requesting if nodes are not available 

it takes at least two hop.fig .7c empirical CFD service takes 

time to request and return back the result to requester node 

.service request have 10 min less delay in 60 percentage of 

completed service request. 

 

6.5 Effect of Forwarding Scheme, Request Load, 

Request Timeout, Node and Service Density 

Service selection algorithm are used in forwarding scheme 

to show completion rate of service under 3 different level, 

transform the single copy of data, using different 

connectivity level and service load are analyzed in network 

performance, in fig.8a At high node/service density 

decreases the service are completed within duration of time 

out[fig.8b].any changes are occur under 5 min as shown in 

[fig.8a]. Therefore higher loads follow in extended service 

queue and services make use of lengthy execution, when a 

service provider are connected path, there is an distinct in 

request time out .modifies the delay view at over 10 min as 

shown in fig.8b. Since longer request time outs maintain the 

service request in queue, if not it is rejected without 

completion. As a result the service load at nodes to improve 

marginally. 
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Fig.6 [1] MT with better service completion. 

 

7. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ALGORITHM 

Performance in distinct mobility characteristics: evenly 

speeded, groups and communities is show the key features 

by which the performance have been improved or to show 

the limitations while the service composition improves its 

performance in opportunistic networks. Impact of mobility 

is evaluated by changing the parameters of mobility. The 

difference in the cost of combining services are computed 

in the service plot and exact cost to completion is examined 

to evaluate the performance variation in various mobility 

environments. The correctness of the shortest distance path 

is in directed by this difference of composition cost as a way 

of estimating the accessibility services. 

 

7.1 Mobility characteristics 

The accomplishment of services combined with varying 

mobility parameters in “Levy walk”, “SLAW” and “HCMM 

mobility” models is shown in fig. 9. In “Levy walk” and 

Slaw, the length of flight and distribution of time are similar 

 

 
Fig .7 [1] state Fair[red] and Levy Walk [blue] mobility traces: (a) composition length, (b) hop count, and (c) delay profile for 

multi-hop service. 

 

 
Fig .8 [1] Levy Walk: Higher service completion and lower delay at (a) low loads, (b) long request timeout, and (c) high node , 

service density for multi-hop service composition. 
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so those parameters are not varied. The parameter of hurts is 

used in “SLAW” to control the degree of grouping of nodes 

in environment. Also the HCMM has key distinctive feature 

Decreasing density of user and service completion rate is 

shown in fig. 9a; For example when increases the area of 

simulation from 500 m × 500 m to 900 m × 900 m ,the 

service completion in HCMM varies from 81 to 64 percent. 

Effect of Hurst parameter is shown fig. 9b which significant 

at lower user density, the performance of service 

composition decreases. We use Hurst parameter value 0.75 

in performance comparison of SLAW, Levy walk and 

HCMM tracing of real world have this value[20],[29]. 

 

The result of probability in” HCMM” is shown Fig.9c. 

When rewiring probability increased from zero ,initially 

there is a decrease and then increase in accomplishing 

services because when rewiring probability =0 , every nodes 

are staying in same community thus more services are 

completed versus when rewiring probability =0.1 ,before 

completion of pending requests some of nodes leave. 

Increase in rewiring probability results in improvement in 

percentage of completed service. 

 

7.2 Load Estimation 

Combining multiple service in algorithm is examined by 

considering load and without load. 1)”LA” : Service 

composition conscious with load (algorithm makes use of 

temporal distance and load at other nodes) 2) “NLA”: 

Service composition without the conscious of 

load(algorithm makes use of only temporal distance ) 

 

Fig. 10 display service composition conscious with 

load(LA). In a huge connected network it increases the 

performance by 10% , except it do not create a lot of 

changes in scattered connected networks in HCMM 

mobility. When devices are connected to each other in 

network performance of LA increases than NLA in huge 

connected networks, since connection are lightly scattered 

compared with delay to load on each device. Performance of 

LA is identical to NLA is occur in scattered networks. 

Brings awareness of load and give importance to ,which 

services to be composed. As a result, the necessity to retain 

trace of load at each nodes is critical because late in queuing 

and service execution request is comparable to forwarding 

delays. 

 

7.3 Estimated Cost and Actual Delay 

Based on the estimated time required to complete service, 

the accuracy of the values are analyzed in this section. It is 

shown by figure.1.1, the calculated cost for 70 to 80 percent 

of services which are completed in all three models lies in 

range of 4min of real delay Also, for 40 percent of 

completed services, the estimated cost lies within 2minutes 

of actual delay in all three models. This proves that to 

complete the request by estimating and selecting the optimal 

services that can be composed using distributed “Service 

Composition algorithm” with „local‟ knowledge. Fig. 12 

displays in Levy walk, evaluate cost of services that are not 

completed and is appropriate by 50 percent apart from 

“SLAW” and “HCMM” is inaccurate. In order to measure 

the temporal distance is not suitable when the user 

movement contains body of clusters and communities 

except when user movement is continuously distributed in 

the surrounding area has agreeable accuracy. Except in 

HCMM and SLAW the nodes forget the community at 

random which results in inaccuracy hence services are 

incomplete in greatest number. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

An algorithm for “service composition in opportunistic 

networks” is proposed to enable the users in mobility to 

make use of set of services to accessible in near place. 

 

The perception of our solution is that the accessibility of 

nodes can be provided by estimating the temporal distance 

even though direct route never exists between the nodes. 

Considering service graph, order of composed service can 

be selected to accomplish the services required by the 

service requester and the forwarding service parameters can 

be done by any routing techniques. 
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